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ABSTRACT

Kung Ying-Ta was a famous I-Ching scholar at the early Tang Dynasty. His explanation theory on I-Ching influenced the development of I-Ching at Tang ans Sung Dynasties and further became the transmitting bridge of I-Ching from Han Dynasty to Sung Dynasty. His Definition of I-Ching at Chou Dynasty not only allow the exploration of Wang Pi School on I-Ching, but also summed up for the achievement and development of I-Ching at East and West Han, Wei, and Chin Dynasties. In other word, it has made a carry over, overrun and innovation for the phenomenon-number I-Ching as well as the Reason I-Ching ever since Han and Wei Dynasties. Kung Ying-Ta’s viewpoint on I-Ching study included: Reason and phenomenon were both applied, the reason of I-Ching contains existence- nonexistence, Chien-Kun (heaven-earth) dualism, Tai Chi theory, Ying-Yang (negative-positive) air theory, etc.
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